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Having a collection of old leather books has meant that
rebacking has been a main area of activity for me over
my binding years. I have to say that holding a book that
is in better condition than it was before I started work on
it is a very satisfliing feeling.

During the course of a recent rebacking operation I was
faced with the usual areas of concern. One of these was
something that has come up in every reback I have
undertaken - the innerjoint. I am referring to the gap that
is left on the inside between the top of the text block
shoulder (where the endpaper is folded) and the inner,
inside edge of the board. This gap is always larger than it
was before the book was rebacked, and the reasons are
fairly obvious.

In many old books the leather at the joint was pared
rather thinly, and this is of course can be the very reason
why the book now needs to be rebacked. In addition,
introducing new material generally increases the
thickness of the joint, making the gap larger than it was

originally and the book accordingly somewhat (or very)
hard to open. At the very least the introduction of new
materials will cause some stiffness until the joint has
been opened and closed regularly over time.

I generally use Japanese tissue to patch thejoint gap. It is
a little translucent, but this is not noticeable if a heavier
weight tissue is used, and if it is overpainted (see below)
to mimic an existing endpaper marbled pattem. I find that
Japanese tissue is much more flexible than say cartridge
paper, and we are trying to reduce the stiffness in the new
joint as much as possible.

In the case of a book where existing marbled endpapers
are retained, we will be left with a rather unsightly area
of whitish paper at the joint. I generally touch this up
with watercolour paints to blend in with the marbled
paper. It is important to get a good match in terms of
colour tone and brightness, but it is actually not that
difficult to achieve an unobtrusive result.

John Turner
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The Jbllowing article by Life Member Michael Mathew
relates specifically to his experiences binding copies of
this journal, but most of the techniEtes and solutions
detailed will also apply to similar projects.

I regard myself as being fortunate to own a complete set
of Morocco Bound, now comprising 120 issues (30
years). I hrst bound the initial l5 years into 3 volumes (5
years/volume) and then 5 years later added Vol 4, etc and
now I havejust bound Vol 6.

One might query the value of old issue of Morocco
Bound. All I can say is that I find they contain an
absolute wealth of tips and methods, never mind the
historical information that puts things into perspective. I
"dips me lid" to those who worked so hard to ensure
Morocco Bound did not die, and who have ensured it
carried on with a good quality of pertinent material. And
I thank those States that support Morocco Bound and
make its production viable.

Members will appreciate the problems of matching
endpapers and cover materials over a span of 15 years. It
certainly makes me appreciate more the ability of binders
to maintain a finish in say Law Reports over a period of
50 yearsl But for me the greatest challenges were in the
sewing. Somewhere in the literature there are surely
statements by more than one expert that good binding
starts with the sewing, and that errors in sewing can
rarely be compensated for in later processes. So deciding
how to create viable sections was a significant issue.

I found myself with 20 quarterly issues, most being 2
folded A3 sheets, but some I % sheets and one 3 sheets.
Then there were the newsletters that were always single
A.4 sheets, ranging from I to as many as 6. In previous
years Morocco Bound was regularly 2 or 3 .A'3 folded

sheets and the Newsletter 1 or even 2 folded A,3 sheets,
such that inserting the Newsletter into the pertinent issue
of Morocco Bound would lead to a at least a 3 sheet
section for sewing.

My solution was to place the Newsletters after their
pertinent issue of Morocco Bound and where the
Newsletter was 2 sheets I tipped one to each adjacent
copy of Morocco Bound. This did nothing to increase
the pages in the section fold for sewing, but was
preferable to joining these pages with tissue and having
single sheet sections to sew. I could have joined them
and inserted them as I did in previous volumes, but I was
reluctant to do this when there were 6 such sheets. 3 A.4

sheets were solved similarly by tipping 2 sheets to one
Morocco Bound and one to the other.

When the Newsletter was 4 (or more) sheets of A4 I
joined them with tissue to form 2 (3 in one case) sheet
sections. This Ieft me with how to handle the I % sheet
lulorocco Bound issues. Here I tipped the single sheet to
the folded sheet and then reinforced the section fold with
tissue, effectively making the section fold equal to two
sheets.

(Another method would be to tip a folded stub onto the
A4 sheet to allow sewing into the section. Michael 's

solution is a good one however. Editor),

Out of choice I would not sew two sheet sections, but
here I had no choice. Further, as the extent of tissue
reinforcement (about 25 strips as I recall) was significant,
reducing the swell was an issue. I therefore chose to use
a rather thinner thread than I like to use, with all the need
for care to not tear through the section fold that this
introduces. Carefully I sewed the ensuing 30 sections to
3 tapes, and from thereon it was all plain sailing......

There are a number of ways to freshen the appearance of
old cloth bindings, and still retain the original materials.

Bookcloth pigments can be either water or spirit soluble,
and seem to be usually the latter. You can always test this
in a discreet way by applying water or spirit to a small
area ofthe cloth such as the turn-in at the head or tail.

Start on the back board first. Wet an ordinary household
sponge and squeeze out most of the moisture. Fold the
sponge over, apply the moist folded edge to the cover in
a very light sweeping motion from head to tail. This
motion is continued until an even look is obtained.

Keep your fingers clear of the still moist cloth. Carefully
place the book under flat boards covered in clean plastic

(two books in plastic protectors will do) and place a

weight, or a few more books, on top. It is very important
that the plastic is absolutely clean, as any specks will be
transferred to the moist cloth. After a few minutes only,
the cloth will have dried and the book can be removed.

If the cloth becomes too moist it can lift in patches, and

air bubbles can form. If this does occur the bubbles can

be pressed down, with the adhesive remaining under the
cloth bonding the cloth once more.

Repeat the process for the front board, and then finsh by
applying the sponge very lightly to the spine. The cloth
on spines does tend to darken rather than fade, but some

freshening up is often still possible.
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The gold lettering and other decoration on bookcloth, of
whatever age, seems to always repel other colour. So,

when the whole cover is wiped with a wet cloth or

sponge, the colour is evened out over the whole area, but

doesn't adhere to the gold, or at least the adhesion is

insignificant. I can't guarantee it will never happen, but I
have had no disasters up to this time.

Once the case is dry, a soft dry cloth can be rubbed over

the cloth to freshen up the gold.

A very small amount of soft wax (e.g hair wax), dabbed

onto a soft cloth and rubbed in a circular movement onto
the cover can add help return a subdued sheen to the

cloth that may have been lost over the years.

John Turner

These instntctions, appearing in the veryt useful little
manual 'Bookbinding for Beginners' b1, J Kay (undated
edition), describe a cqse with concertina sides. The case

could be used to hold printed papers or a binder's
collection of miscellaneous papers such as repair tissue,
discarded endpapers and other material salvaged front
repaired books. Remember - a good binder keeps
everything! The original non-metric measurentents hove
not been converted.

1. Cut three pieces of light weight board to sizes shown
in Fig. l.
2. Cut strips of cloth 24 in. x 2l in.; 10 in. x 2% in.; 8%
in. x2 %in.
3. Using the two short pieces of cloth, join boards A and
C, shown in Fig. 1.

4. Fix tapes as shown in Fig. 1.

5. Cover the inside of the two large boards with paper.

6. Draw lines on the inside of the long cloth strip % in.
from the long edges.

7. Cover the space between these two lines with lining
paper. Use thin PVA for this.
8. Draw out the cloth strip on the inside as in Fig. 2.

9. Fold the strip along the lines as shown in Fig. 2,

keeping the cloth side outwards except for the long
middle fold. If the bone folder is drawn over the lines on
the inside of the fold, it will cause the cloth to bend more
easily and accurately.
10. Cut out the small shaded portions.
I l. Glue and fix down the two long edges X and Y - Fig.
2. Then glue and fix down the other edges - Fig. 3. The
extra t/z in. on the two short ends should be folded over to
strengthen the edge of the cloth.
12. Cover the outside with a suitable paper and line the
inside of the flap.
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The following notes are published with due
acknou;ledgment to the author, Bill Minter of William
Minter Bookbinding and Consert,ation, Pennsylvania,
US. The first few paragraphs relate partiailarly to larger
boardcutters of partiailar make, but the method of
checking the square using a piece of bookboard could be
adapted to any boardailter, large or small, with an
adjustable fence (or knocking up face).

There has been quite a discussion about squaring the
guide on a Kutrimmer.

Knowing how to square the guide on any board shear is
essential for most of our work as binders, especially for
box making.

While I am not familiar with the adjustment mechanism
on the Kutrimmer, the wood-top Jacques Board Shear
will have a similar bolted-on fence that may need
adjustment from time{o-time. Fortunately, my all-time
favorite, iron-top Jacques has a different type of guide
that is easily adjusted which is then also secured with an
extra C-Clamp.

Before offering another idea, I would suggest that you
first test the straightness of the guide. Over the years, I
have seen some guides that were bowed, thus it was
impossible to cut anything square with consistency. To
check the straightness ofthe guide, you could use a large,
newly cut sheet of cardstock. Also, make certain that
your clamp will hold the material securely along its
entire length! If the clamp is not doing its job, the

material could shift during the cut and thus the material
will be cut crooked. One more thought: always use the
left-hand, movable fence whenever possible as it will
'trap' the material so that it cannot shift during the cutting
--- this is especially important for thicker binder board.

Testing the Square of a Board Shear; While some people
have suggested the use of a triangle or a carpenter's
square to check the squareness of the guide, I'd like to
suggest a technique that I use:

The true test of the squareness is to cut a large sheet of
cardstock, i.e. about 24" sq. This material is easily cut,
yet rigid for a true test. While using the clamp, cut one
edge - this is cut #1. Place #l against the fence and cut
off a small amount (114"), again while using the clamp ---
this is cut #2. Next, rotate the cardstock, again clockwise,
wtth #2 against the fence and make #3 cut. And then
again rotate and cut #4. Then rotate again and with the #4
edge against the fence, #l is flush along the cutting
blade. Ifevery corner is a perfect 90-degrees, the #1 edge
will align perfectly with the cutting blade. If is not a
perfect match, the error will be % of whatever the
difference is, and the fence should be adjusted
accordingly.

Once you have a perfectly square piece ofcardstock, you
can also check the left-hand, movable fence to see if it is
square. If the movable fence is square, it will also be
parallel to the cutting blade.

Email: wminter@pennswoods.net
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l. When replacing a missing section, the thickness,
colour and opacity ofboth papers should be as close
as possible to each other. Keep all extra scraps of
paper from repair projects - they may be useful one

day.
The surfaces of both papers should also be of similar
texture.
With laid paper, the chain (thicker) lines and the laid
(thinner and closer) lines should run in the same

direction on the new section as on the original.
Different papers have chain lines of varying distance
apart, but with small repairs you should be able to

).

6.

3.

line up single lines.
4. Condition should be as close as possible. The 10.

replacement paper can be easily distressed or
otherwise worked on to better match it to the
original.

Repairs to a centre fold ofa section should generally
be made on the outside of the fold. This better
protects the damaged area.
Wheat flour paste is generally accepted as being a

superior fixative.
As a general rule, paste should be applied to the
repair paper rather than the original paper.
There should only be ever two layers of paper - the
original sheet and the repair piece (i.e. patches

should not be applied to both sides).
When applying a repair piece to a sheet with
lettering on it, try to apply the patch to the side with
the least text.
Repair pieces should be not have cut edges. Instead

tear or score the edges so that the fibres can better
blend in with the sheet being repaired.

John Turner (various sources).
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